Most set expansion algorithms assume to acquire new instances of different semantic categories independently even when we have seed instances of multiple semantic categories. However, in the setting of set expansion with multiple semantic categories, we might leverage other types of prior knowledge about semantic categories. In this paper, we present a method of set expansion when ontological information related to target semantic categories is available. More specifically, the proposed method makes use of sibling relations between semantic categories as an additional type of prior knowledge. We demonstrate the effectiveness of sibling relations in set expansion on the dataset in which instances and sibling relations are extracted from Wikipedia in a semi-automatic manner.
Introduction
Set expansion is the task of expanding a list of named entities from a few named entities (seed instances). For example, given a few instances of car vehicles "Prius", "Lexus" and "Insight", the task outputs new car instances such as "Corolla", "Civic", and "Fit". Set expansion has many applications in NLP including named entity recognition (Collins and Singer, 1999) , word sense disambiguation (Pantel and Lin, 2002) , document categorization , and query suggestion (Cao et al., 2008) .
Set expansion is often implemented as bootstrapping algorithms (Hearst, 1992; Yarowsky, 1995; Abney, 2004; Pantel and Ravichandran, 2004; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) . A bootstrapping algorithm iteratively acquires new instances of the target category using seed instances. First, a bootstrapping algorithm mines phrasal patterns that co-occur frequently with seed instances in a corpus. Given the words "Prius" and "Lexus" as seed instances of the car category, the algorithm finds patterns such as "Toyota produce X" and "X is a hybrid car" (X is a variable filled with a noun phrase). Next, the bootstrapping algorithm acquires instances that cooccur with patterns, i.e., noun phrases that appear frequently in the variable slots in the patterns. For example, the pattern "Toyota produce X" might retrieve vehicles manufactured by Toyota. Bootstrapping algorithms repeat these steps, expanding patterns using newly acquired instances.
However, bootstrapping algorithms often suffer from patterns that retrieve instances not only of the target category but also of other categories. For example, given the seed instances "Prius" and "Lexus", a bootstrapping algorithm might choose the pattern "new type of X", which might extract unrelated instances such as "iPhone" and "ThinkPad". The semantic drift problem (Curran et al., 2007) , the phenomenon by which a bootstrapping algorithm deviates from the target category, has persisted as the major impediment of bootstrapping algorithms.
Bootstrapping algorithms assume prior knowledge about a semantic category in the form of seed instances. Recently, researchers have been more interested in self-supervised learning of every semantic category in the world from massive text corpora, as exemplified by the Machine Reading project (Oren et al., 2006) . In the setting of set ex-pansion with multiple semantic categories, we might leverage prior knowledge of other types that were unexplored in previous studies. For example, a person cannot belong to both actor and actress categories simultaneously. Additionally, we know that two distinct categories of car and motorcycle products share similar properties (e.g., vehicle, gasolinepowered, overland), but have some crucial differences (e.g., with two or four wheels, with or without windows).
In this paper, we present a method of set expansion when ontological information related to target semantic categories is available. More specifically, the proposed method makes use of sibling relations between semantic categories as an additional type of prior knowledge. We demonstrate the effectiveness of sibling relations on the dataset (seed and test instances) extracted from Wikipedia. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the Espresso algorithm as the baseline algorithm of this study. The section also describes the problem of semantic drift and previous approaches to the problem. Section 3 presents the proposed method, which uses sibling relations of semantic categories as an additional source of prior knowledge. Section 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method and discusses the experimental results. In section 5, we conclude this paper.
2 Related Work 2.1 Espresso algorithm Pantel and Pennacchiotti (2006) proposed the Espresso algorithm, which fundamentally iterates two steps: candidate extraction and ranking. In candidate extraction, the algorithm collects patterns that are co-occurring with seed instances and instances acquired in the previous iteration. The algorithm also finds candidates of new instances using patterns extracted in the previous iteration.
In the ranking step, the algorithm finds the top N candidates of patterns and instances based on their scores. The espresso algorithm defines score r π (p) for candidate pattern p and score r ι (i) for the candidate instance i as
pmi(i, p) = log 2 |i, p| |i, * || * , p| .
In these equations, P and I are sets of patterns and instances of each category. |P | and |I| are the numbers of patterns and instances in the sets. |i, * | and | * , p| are the frequencies of instance i and pattern p in a given corpus. |i, p| presents the frequency by which instance i co-occurs with pattern p. Also, max pmi is the maximum of pmi values in all instances and patterns. First, the Espresso algorithm extracts patterns that co-occur with seed instances. Next, the algorithm ranks the patterns based on their score calculated using equation (1) and acquires the top N patterns. The more a pattern co-occurs with reliable instances, the higher the score the pattern obtains. In this way, the algorithm acquires patterns that correspond to the target semantic category.
Semantic Drift
The major obstacle of bootstrapping algorithms is semantic drift (Curran et al., 2007) . Semantic drift is the phenomenon by which a bootstrapping algorithm deviates from the target categories. For example, one can consider the car category, which includes "Prius" and "Lexus" as seed instances. The Espresso algorithm might extract patterns that cooccur with many categories such as "new type of X" and "performance of X" after some iterations. These generic patterns might gather unrelated instances such as "iPhone" and "ThinkPad". These instances obscure the characteristics of the target semantic category. Therefore, the patterns extracted in the next iteration might not represent at the semantic category of the seed instances.
Semantic drift is also caused by polysemous words. For example, to expand the set of motor vehicle manufacturers using seed instances "Saturn" and "Subaru", a bootstrapping algorithm might find instances representing the star category (e.g., "Jupiter" and "Uranus"). This is because "Saturn" and "Subaru" are polysemous words, belonging not only to motor vehicle manufacture but also to astronomical objects: planets and stars.
Approaches to semantic drift
Many researchers have presented various approaches to reduce the effects of semantic drift. The approaches range from refinement of the seed set , applying classifier (Bellare et al., 2007; Sadamitsu et al., 2011; Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2011) , using human judges , to using relationships between semantic categories (Curran et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2010) . investigated the influence of seed instances on bootstrapping algorithms. They reported that seed instances selected by human who are not specialists sometimes yield worse results than those selected randomly. They proposed a method that refines seed sets generated by humans to improve the set expansion performance. Bellare et al. (2007) proposed a method using a classifier instead of scoring functions in the ranking step of bootstrapping algorithms. The classifier approach can use multiple features to select instances. Sadamitsu et al. (2011) extended the method of Bellare et al. (2007) to use topic information estimated using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). They use not only contexts but also topic information as features of the classifier. Pennacchiotti and Pantel (2011) proposed a method for the automatic construction of training data for the classification approach. However, these researchers did not target set expansion for multiple semantic categories. proposed an algorithm that finds and removes the causes of semantic drift. The algorithm employs a human judge to prevent semantic drift in the iterative process of a bootstrapping algorithm. When a human judge detects an incorrect instance, the algorithm removes the patterns that acquired the incorrect instance. The algorithm also removes instances having a similar context vector to that of the incorrect instance to avoid a similar error. Although they used human judges, they ignored ontological information such as relations between categories. Curran et al. (2007) proposed Mutual Exclusion Bootstrapping, which incorporates exclusiveness constraint between categories into the bootstrapping algorithm. Mutual Exclusion Bootstrapping uses the restriction that an instance and a pattern must belong to only one category. Instances or patterns appearing in multiple categories are ambiguous. Therefore, they are likely to cause semantic drift. By removing ambiguous instances and patterns, Curran et al. (2007) achieved high precision. Carlson et al. (2010) proposed the Coupled Pattern Learner (CPL) algorithm which also uses mutual exclusiveness. The CPL algorithm acquires entity instances (e.g., instances of the car category) and relation instances (e.g., CEO-of-Company (Larry Page, Google) and Company-acquired-Company (Google, Youtube)) simultaneously. To acquire those instances, the algorithm requires knowledge about exclusiveness constraint between categories and links between categories (e.g., an instance of the CEO category must be CEO of some instance of the company category). However the algorithm uses only the exclusiveness constraint as prior knowledge related to multiple semantic categories. Curran et al. (2007) and Carlson et al. (2010) use not only seed instances but also exclusiveness constraint between semantic categories as a prior knowledge. However, we have more prior knowledge about semantic categories at hand. For example, we can obtain ontological information between semantic categories easily from existing resources such as Wikipedia. Ontological information provides sibling relations between semantic categories, i.e., categories that should have common properties. In this study, we explore the usefulness of sibling relations between semantic categories in set expansion.
At last, we mention the relationship between this study and ontology learning. Ontology learning (Maedche and Staab, 2001; Navigli et al., 2003) is the task of constructing hierarchical structure of ontology by extracting terms and ontological relations between terms. In contrast, this study utilizes an existing resource as a hierarchical structure of ontology, and expands the list of instances of semantic categories on the hierarchical structure.
3 Proposed method
Filtering with patterns of sibling categories
In this section, we present the method using sibling relations between semantic categories as a prior knowledge. We gather categories that are siblings as a sibling group. For example, car and motorcycle categories belong to the same sibling group. We ex- 
Algorithm 1 The proposed method.
Input: C: a set of categories, S 1 , S 2 , ..., S T : sibling groups (subset of C), Ic: seed instances of each c ∈ C, L: the number of iterations Output: Ic: instances for each c ∈ C 1: for j = 1, 2, ..., T do 2:
3: end for 4: for l = 1, 2, 3..., L do 5:
for j = 1, 2, ..., T do 6:
for all c ∈ S j do 8:
10:
end for
12:
for (i, c, s) in I in descending order of score do
13:
if |Ic| ≤ N * l and i / ∈ I c for all c ∈ S \ c then 14: pect that instances including the same sibling group hold common properties. We assume the common property to be represented by patterns of the sibling group. These patterns, which can check the common property of the sibling group, are denoted as filter patterns. Our proposed method obtains filter patterns using the sibling group and ascertains whether an instance co-occurs with the filter patterns.
Figure 2 presents examples of car and motorcycle categories included in the same sibling group. The method detects "drive" and "fuel efficiency" as filter patterns. Note that filter patterns are unconstrained by the difference of parent-child in the dependency tree. In the previous studies on bootstrapping, if the method obtains "new type of X" as the pattern of car category, then the method does not have a mechanism to reject incorrect instances such as "iPhone". In contrast, the proposed method ascertains whether each candidate instance co-occurs with the filter patterns before the final decision of acquiring instances. The method approves instances that co-occur with the filter patterns (e.g., "Corolla").
The detail of the method is described in Algorithm 1. The method is given a set of target categories C, sibling groups (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S T ), seed instances I c of each category c ∈ C and the number of iterations L. Each sibling group is a subset of C, and disjoint from each other. The method chooses filter patterns F S j of each sibling group S j from lines 1 to 3. In line 8, the method extracts instances of each category c of the sibling group S j using the function ESPRESSO. ESPRESSO requires an instance set I c of category c. ESPRESSO returns R, the list of the tuples each of which consists of instance i, category c and score s (i.e., (i, c, s)), using the Espresso algorithm described in Section 2.1.
In the experiments, using a Japanese large-scale corpus, we employ a phrase-like unit (bunsetsu) having dependency with an instance as a pattern. Figure 1 shows an example of Japanese sentence and its English translation 1 . Consider the instance "Toyota Motor Corporation" in the sentence shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm extracts the pattern:
In line 9, the method checks whether each candidate instance i in R has a common property of a sibling group using FILTER function (lines 19 to 27). FILTER examines that each i in R co-occurs with a filter pattern f in F . The function returns the list of instances and their scores which co-occur with the filter patterns. In short, this function filters out an instance which lacks the common property of the sibling group captured by the filter patterns F .
The method uses the exclusiveness constraint between categories of the sibling group to prevent drift within the group. If a pattern or an instance appears in multiple categories of the sibling group, then the method decides a single category that suits the best to the pattern or the instance. The method makes this decision based on a ranking. For example, consider a pattern "muffler of X", in which a pattern appeared 1 The words in the English sentence are ordered as they appear in the Japanese sentence. For this reason, the word order and dependency edges in the English sentence look strange, but these are correct in the Japanese original sentence. in car and motorcycle categories. If the pattern is ranked 13th in the car category and fourth in the motorcycle category, then the pattern belongs only to the motorcycle category. In algorithm 1, function Espresso incorporates an exclusiveness constraint for patterns. The exclusiveness constraint for instances is implemented from lines 12 to 16.
The method acquires top N instances in order of score s while applying the exclusiveness constraint from lines 12 to 16. After the method secures new instances of each category, the method proceeds to the next iteration.
Acquisition of filter patterns
As described above, using filter patterns, our proposed method checks whether an instance has a common property of the sibling group. We describe how to extract and score the filter patterns.
Acquisition of filter patterns has two phases: candidate extraction and ranking. In candidate extraction, our method collects patterns that co-occur with seed instances of the sibling group. For example, given a sibling group consisting of car and motorcycle categories, the method finds patterns cooccurring with seed instances of car or motorcycle categories.
Filter patterns do not acquire instances of one sibling group but examine whether the instances have a common property of the sibling group. It is therefore unnecessary that filter patterns are of strict form to locate entities. For filter patterns, we disregard the difference of parent-child in the dependency tree.Please refer to filter patterns (top 3) column of Table 2 as an example of filter patterns.
After extracting candidates, the method selects the most suitable filter patterns in the candidates. The method selects filter patterns based on the two factors: Coverage and Dispersion. Coverage is the number of instances with which a filter pattern cooccurs. Dispersion is the degree of scattering categories in which the pattern appears. Figure 3 shows example of suitable filter patterns based on these factors. In Figure 3 , a caption in bold font presents a filter pattern, and a caption in italic font presents an instance supported by the corresponding filter pattern.
The filter pattern is expected to cover all correct instances of the sibling group. Therefore, a pattern co-occurring with many seed instances is desirable. For example, in Figure 3 (a), the pattern "drive" is more suitable than "minor change" because "drive" supports more correct instances. This factor, Coverage, is modeled by recall. Recall of the pattern f of the sibling group S j is calculated using equation (4).
I c is the set of seed instances of category c. |I c | is the number of seed instances of category c. cooccur(f, i) indicates whether the seed instance i co-occurs with the pattern f . i∈Ic cooccur(f, i) is the number of seed instances co-occurring with pattern f . A filter pattern co-occurring with specific instances of the sibling group is inappropriate because filter patterns must ascertain whether candidate instances have a common property among categories. Therefore the method applies the restriction that the patterns must appear in two or more categories of the sibling group 2 . In Figure 3 (b), the pattern "engine" 2 We found that the number of candidate patterns was too small when we adopted the restriction that filter patterns must appear in all categories of the sibling group. Therefore, we introduced the restriction that filter patterns must appear in two or more categories of the sibling group. Furthermore, we measure Coverage to obtain filter patterns that appear many categories of the sibling group. co-occurs with seed instances of both car and motorcycle categories but "Toyota" appears only in the car category. The method removes the latter in this example. Furthermore, we should respect a pattern which co-occurs with seed instances in each category in a sibling group equally. For example, Figure 3 (b) shows that the filter pattern "drive" is more suitable than "engine" because "drive" co-occurs with seed instances of car and motorcycle categories equally. This factor, Dispersion, is modeled by entropy. Entropy of the pattern f of the sibling group S j is calculated using equation (6).
|C| is the number of categories in which the pattern f appears. If the pattern f co-occurs with seed instances of each category equally, then Entropy(S j , f) obtains the highest score.
To prioritize patterns with consideration of Coverage and Dispersion, we score the pattern f :
(8) Calculating Score(S j , f) for candidate pattern f of each sibling group S j , the method acquires the top 15 patterns of each sibling group. We presume that a sibling group is exclusive to the other sibling groups. Therefore if a pattern is considered as candidates in multiple sibling groups, then the method decides that the pattern belongs to only the sibling group in which the pattern appears most frequently.
Experiments

Experimental setting
We evaluated the effect of sibling relations as a prior knowledge for set expansion. We compare the Espresso algorithm (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) , the Espresso algorithm with exclusiveness constraint between categories (Espresso + exclusiveness constraint), and the Espresso algorithm with exclusiveness constraint and sibling relations (the proposed method). Each method was configured to extract 15 patterns and instances at every iteration. Because set expansion is the task to obtain unknown instances, it is difficult to measure recall. Therefore, we compare the precision of each method when each method acquires fixed quantities of instances. We asked three human annotators to judge the correctness of acquired instances. We conducted the experiments in Japanese. The results described herein have been translated into English for presentation. Table 2 reports all categories used for the experiments. Each category belongs to only one sibling group. Each sibling group consists of two or more categories. We prepared sibling groups by manually based on Wikipedia. Each category starts with 15 seed instances extracted from Wikipedia in a semi-automatic manner (Sumida et al., 2008) . Because the automatic method yields incorrect seed instances, we removed errors manually.
We used 110 million Japanese web pages from which patterns and instances are extracted. We parsed sentences in the web pages using KNP, a Japanese dependency parser (Kurohashi et al., 1994) . To reduce the computational time for the Espresso algorithm, we removed patterns and instances occurring fewer than three times. Figure 4 shows the precision of each method in accordance with the number of acquired instances. The dotted line depicts the precision curve of the Espresso algorithm. Espresso + exclusiveness constraint (depicted in dash line) improved the precision of extracted instances by 2.4 percents (with 4305 instances) and 1.3 percents (with 6765 instances). The proposed method (in solid line) with exclusive and sibling relations outperformed other baselines. In particular, the proposed method improved the precision from Espresso by 4.4 percents (with 4305 instances) and 2.1 percents (with 6765 instances). This result demonstrates that prior knowledge about sibling relations improves the performance of set expansion. Table 1 shows the top 15 instances with high scores of Shinto shrine and temple categories, which belong to the same sibling group, acquired by each method in the 5th iteration. In Table 1 , we divided instances into correct or incorrect ones. In Table 1 , Espresso and Espresso + exclusiveness constraint obtained many incorrect instances, but each method acquired different instances. In Espresso, some instances (e.g., "Hachiman Shrine" and "Dazaifu Tenman-gu") were identified as instances of both Shinto shrine and temple categories. In contrast, Espresso + exclusiveness constraint prohibits an instance from belonging to multiple categories and tries to choose the best category for the instance. This example suggests that mutual exclusivity mitigates semantic drift. However, in the temple category, Espresso + exclusiveness constraint obtains many unrelated instances such as "Fukuroya Soy Sauce Shop" and "Adashinomayu Village". The proposed method removed these incorrect instances with knowledge about commonality of the sibling group. These results suggest that sibling relations are useful additional knowledge for set expansion. Table 2 describes the precision of acquired instances of each category when each method has finished the 5th iteration. Table 2 also describes the improvement ratio of precision of the proposed method against Espresso. In Table 2 , each line divides categories into a sibling group. Additionally, Table 2 exhibits the top three filter patterns used in each sibling group, along with their scores. Table 2 shows that the proposed method and Espresso + exclusiveness constraint improved the precision from Espresso in many categories. This fact indicates that sibling relation and exclusivity between categories improve the set expansion accuracy. However, in some categories, knowledge about sibling relations is ineffectual. We classify the possible causes of these failures into two types. In cause 1, precision drops in categories (e.g., motor vehicle manufacture, medical supplies manufacture, art museum, and theater categories) of some sibling groups. For example, in motor vehicle manufacture and medical supplies manufacture categories, improvement ratios are -14.44 percent and -2.22 percent, respectively. In this sibling group, the highest score of filter patterns is as low as 0.1837. Recall that scores of filter patterns are computed for a small number of seed instances in a sibling group. Low scores of filter patterns imply that the proposed method could not find patterns with of Coverage and Dispersion. We suspect that the lack of commonality of categories in the sibling group (e.g., motor vehicle manufacture and medical supplies manufacture) does not fit well to the assumption of using filter patterns. Therefore, investigating the impact of choosing sibling groups would be an interesting future direction of this research.
Results
The film director and the comedian categories are affected by cause 2. In cause 2, although semantic drift does not occur in Espresso, the proposed method filtered out some positive instances. In other words, the proposed method removed correct instances more than incorrect ones. The proposed method forces instances to co-occur with filter patterns but the constraint may be too strong. Moreover, because filter patterns are determined only by seed instances, filter patterns may not cover the common property of newly-acquired instances as the method iterates the bootstrapping process. In order to remedy this effect, it might be necessary to update filter patterns in the middle of iterations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated that sibling relations between semantic categories provide useful knowledge for set expansion. We proposed the method that uses sibling relations as prior knowledge. In the experiments, we reported that the proposed method gained 4.4 percent improvements (with 4305 instances) from the baseline Espresso algorithm.
However, as explained in Section 4.2, the proposed method suffers from some side effects. We suspect that the causes of the side effects derive from the design of sibling groups and the constant use of filter patterns. Addressing these issues is left for future work. We also plan to extend this approach for extracting relation instances where each relation has semantic constraints on arguments (entity instances) and where pairwise relations (e.g., is-president-of and is-citizen-of) also have hierarchy (e.g., entailment and causality relations). 
